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NEWS

Pro.posal before Athletic Board.

Football may return to X
By RITA SCHOENFELD

not advocate the return of"big time" forecast the cost of a nonscholarship
football, but would allow participa- program. The report cites stadium
A committee formed by the_ tion by those who play for a "love of renovation and its maintenance as
Xavier Athletic Board has prepared the game."
expenses not directly related to footIn the opinion of the committee, ball's reinstatement.
a proposal . which calls for .the
reinstatement of football as a non- . the $200,000 deficit attributed to the
In a review of the musketeer Anscholarship intercollegiate sport.
·football program may have included nual Athletic Appeal, MAAA, the
Intercollegiate football was dis- expenses incurred outside the . committee notes a decline froin $40,continued at Xavier on Dec. 19,
program. "Accordingly, when it was 316 coftected in 1973-74, to $19,328
1973, as a result of a Boaz:d of terminated such expenses re'main• in 74-75 (the year after football's disTrustees decision. Theprogram'sap- ed;" the report continues, "the continuance) to $9,720 in 75-76. "It
proximate $200,000 annual deficit
overall benefit to the University was appears that the reduction in
was the primary reason given for the ·not an annual $200,000 reduction in MAAA dollars is directly related to
Board's'action. However, efforts to expenses." The committee believ~J the discontinuance of the former
find a viable alternative to the too- only those expenditures that relate · program,''- the commiitee asserts.
costly program, short of no football directly to football should be llsed to "those dollars were not contributed
at all, have Clbviously continued.
to the University in connection with
. According to the committee's
other fundraising activities." The
report, presented to the Athletic
committee concludes that· the deciBoard Tuesday, April-13, sufficient
sion to drop football has had an inevidence exists to warrant a recondirect adverse effect on fundraising.
sideri!tion of the cost to benefit
.
Football funding would not de"'·; . relatfo~s~ii> of s~ch~ progra~.'!h~,
.
~~
peitd on a tuition increase or monies
·'--report-c1ummar.azes·,.,thchevidence:•,····· ·· ··· ·.' '"'·· .. • .. ·· . ·. " -- .,,, .
.. . ea.rmarked for faculty· salaries, ac:
.· with three' main considerations:
. Rod Shearer, Vice-president. and cording tci the report. Initial funding
- Football .as an historical rally- £?ean for St~dent ~~elopment, . would be provided by a two-three
ing point for both students and cites three possible objections to the year money-raising period with
alumni. .
committee·~ proposal to reinstate alumni pledges and programs like
- The enrichment of Autumn football:
..
the Jamboree or carnivals. "Alumni
campus life with activities that ac. -: Fundrais~ng f~n football may interested in their Alma Mater," the
company football,· such as si~ificant~Y .. impair other fund- committee adds, "are more likely to
homecoming, marching band par:.. raising actlVlties.
increase rather than decrease their
Football to page 8
ticipation, pep rallies, etc.
- A football program may under- The fact that the proposal does
Shearer to page 8
·Mllllltllnt Edllor

.

s hearer .

rep Ii es ·to
p.rO P:9 .I ....
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Senior Annetie Henry appears to laugh in the face of danger,. ..

OIG u.nde.rfunded -$8 million,
-cou Id affect· Xavier students
By MARTY SHIDDENHELM

more and moreofthesestudentsare
ministrators, and othe.r
applying.
·
organizations. Pollock greatly enThe. Ohio Instructional Grant
An underfunding of $800,000 oc- courages all studenis, parents,alumProgram is. underfunded by $8 curred during. this academic year, ni. 'rustees, ·faculty, administrators,
million for the 1976-77 academic caused by Gov. James Rhodes' two sta1f and friends to write letters to
year. A bill is'being introduced into per cent.across th.e board cut of ex- the Ohio Congressmen and ·the·
. the Ohio House of Representatives penditures. This underfun.ding was le'aders of the Ohio Eleventh General·
requesting an e'mergency appropria- remedied by borrowing the balance Assembly. A list of the total
tion of$8 million to eliminate the ex- from next year's appropriation.
membership can be found on the
pected shortage:
Mr. Charles Pollock, Director of Financial Aid Bulletin Board across
The Ohio Instructional Grant Student Aid stated that Xavier will · from the Bookstore in the UniPtogi'am is administered by the Ohio . try to offset this situation through versity Center.
Board of Regents. This program is the Work Study Program. However,
designed to assist eligible students a definite plan of action is being for- .
. •.
who are Ohio residents and who are mutated and will be complete in
enrolled on a full~time basis in par- couple of weeks.
.
.ticipating Ohio institution. By
Information regarding this under... while senior tenore Wolodzko'.s appearance is a little more ~i/ficult to
definition, students whose family in- fupding will be presented to . the
le
1'
comes are below $17,000 are eligible Board of Trustees, to the faculty
define~
·to receive an OIG. Many ·or these· through FAX, ·and to the Student
Transcontine.ntal Security,
students, li~"'.ever, may not receive . Sentae at their April 12 meeting.
suppliers of contract security for
their award because of insufficient
Mr. Pollock feels that the loss of Xavier, have dismissed Cincinnati
funds.
·
an OIG will be· drastic for many head Arnold Fettner, the News
AH applicants who have a family Xavier students and students learned. According to Viceincome between $fl,000and $16,999 throughout the state. Many families . President for Student Development
are being sent a special letter-which might be forced . to take a second Rod Shearer, the exact details of
states that they are eligible for an . look at Xavier and higher.education · Fettner;s dismissal are unknown, but ,
OIG .but they may not .receive if. As as a whole in view ·of this new Transc·ontinental's action is in .
ofMarch26,eighty-threeenrolledor economic factor. Pollock emphasiz- regard to the News' recent exploraincoming. Xavier students have · ed that although many leg.stators are tion of weekend security on-campus.
received this letter, and the number initially in f1:1vor of the bill, the Shearer said that Fettner had sent
·will increase. By August it· is ·ex- economic situation is tight;' and there . copies of the News dealing ·with
pected that 22,000 to 32,000 students . will be considerable oppositiOn to security into the Transcontinental
will· be affected. These students will the proposal.
.
.home office prior to his firing.
not be notified whether or· not they
A letter writing campaign is being
News reporters also contacted the
will receive the grant until the end of. initiated throughout the state to con- Cincinnati Transcontinental office
August. .
.
vince the legislatiors ofthe necessity and University Business Manager
The insufficiency offunds is due to of passing the mea·sure. Such a cam~ · . Thomas Stadtmiller; The person at
.the.. increased number: . of .eligible paing is being supported by the Transcontinental claimed to be ig~····
f:?K:
.
. .
,
•
'senior Nancy Maloney, in the center of Henry and Wolo~zko, tri~s to wipe students who are applying for the · Association of Independent Colleges norant of the Fettner incident. Mr.
the pie off her face, but it's all taken in good fun atthe. pie thro_wmg booth grants·, In. the past,. many eligible - and Universities, the Ohio Associa- Stadtmiller said that he·had no com- .
· students did not apply, ·but ·now tion of Financial Aid Ad- ment on the matter.
sponsored by Xavier's Rugby Club for the Mall Carnival Apr119. ·
New• &18H. Writer
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By RITA HOPKINSON
New1l18ftWrtllr

A new addition to Xavier's repertoire of entertainment spots is the
- - - - - - - H e a r t h Room Coffee House of the
University Center. It offers live
·music to the Xavier students every
Tuesday night from 8 p.m.-12:30
a.m~

The Hearth Room is appropriately named for its relaxing and friendly
atmosphere. similar 10 a subdued
Pied Piper. Because of this congenial
atmosphere the Hearth Room is
often a good place .to go for a study
break.
According to Pat Ford, public
relations agent for the Coffee House,
attendance usually ranges from IS20 people at its.peak from 10-l1:30 .
p.m~ Larry Clements, the manager
and ori8inator of the Coffee House,
is trying to increase this attendance
by extending his publicity campaign.
He feels that the Coffee House
should be the type of place where one
could make new friends as well as a
place to relax with old friends.
The decor of the Hearth Room, as
well as the people involved with it,
enhance its casual atmosphere.
Small tables, randomly arranged,
co\•ered by red and white checkered
tablecloths, and candles held in wine
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ bottles add to the intimacy. Also, the
singers perform in an area very close
to the audience.

Hearth Room
Coffeehouse
relaxing and
congenial

Replar perfonners at the Coffee
House to date have included.Denny
Buck, an XU. grad stuc;lent who
sings his hist0rically..Oridllicd black
blues at coffeehouses all over Cincinnati; Lare, a newly-f~rmed group
consisting of Kevin Staley, ".John
Boy" · Nerone; and Bruck Sack,
whose forte is quiet, airy performances of blues and folk; Clef Club
and Players' vet Bob Pellegrini, who
combines thoughtful vo.calizations
with pleasantly-full twelve-string a~
companiments and Steve Cuntz, Jim
McCoy, and Kevin Ryanwhousual-·
ly complete the bill.
.
lfanyone would like to play at the
Coffee House, he/she· should contact Larry Clements, who can usually be found in the Games Room. He·
would be glad to recruit additional
performers. In fact, the Hearth
Room Coffee House was initiated
because he found-that much musical
talent was being neglected and that a
place like the Hearth Room would
enable students to show their talents
to others.
·
For next year Larry is thinking of
expanding the Coffee House so that
it is open two nigh'iS a wce:k. Whether
the Hearth Room will lJC cancelled
or continued will ultimately be based
upon the reactions of the students.
818ff pholl _, lllCIC llAGLI
On the basis of the exuberant talent
Siew Cuntz, perfonning1at lhe MW HHTth Room Cofftt Howe.
displayed so far this year, the future
TM Coffee House is open every Twsday /Tom 8 p.WJ. to.12:30 a.m.,
of the Hearth Room Coffee House
_ · · and admi.snon 11 frtt.
looks promising.

"Fr~'!':... elfY., Corner"-.- - - - There are so many things one can
write about that desen•e attention.
Too many things. in fact. for this
humble writer. But he shall make a
\'aliant eJ'fon.
First. it is rapidly approaching the
end of the year, Easter plans already
set. Summer plans being worked on,
and dependent on the e.'pense and
the results of the Easter plans.
Classes are being chosen for ne.'\:t
year and the summer sessions, people arc reminiscing O\'Cr the past
year. One of the subj~ts that I keep
hearing O\'Cr and O\'cr again is the
negati\·ism lif this year's Nt•ws. (Oh.
no! Not again?) Y~. it bothe~ me.
because the job of a newspaper is to
infom1 people. And the major item
of int ere.st is what is wrong, and what
needs correction. Y cs, there h:wc
bc.~n manv times when the Xl'ws has
indu~'l!d ·in overkill. but it was
~asue the people he.re felt that
some situation dese1Yed this attention to get the appropriate action
fmm those responsible. Boo-botlS
we.re made. sure: nohl.~v here e\·er
daimcd infallibilit\'. Or ~isdom. Or
intelligence.

e.'tremely upset at first by Tom
Flynn's column, but many of Flynn's
charges ha\•e been shown to possess
large quantities of truth. Surely
those who have been given· the:
prhilege of O\•erseeing the University and its functions (Fr. Mulligan
and compan~·) will take appropriate
action to insure the safety and security of the Xuier community and
propcny.
It would be nice if the\' would in\'Ol\'e the students in the decision
making. and make them a\\·are of
any de,-clopments as they occur.

•••

Contrary to all the nasty innuendos and accusations. I am not
plagiarizing the style of Frank
Weikel in my use of shon comments
and •••·s. l gav-e hi1!1 the idea long
ago.

•••

This writer really doubts that the
:n'Crage student here at xa,ier will
be able to app~iate the contributions made by Student Go\'cmmcnt President and Vice-president.
Paul Pctcrhans and Beth Younger.
They hu·e organized student
g1.wcmmcnt. and cut a lot of the red
•••
H1:re is a predi.:tion l"lf a ch~--c in tape. allowing for the ronccntration
the ~urit'' s\'Stcm hcr-e at Xa,icr. of attention and energies on fulfullThe e.'positions and furol oftbe past ing the students' nttds and ,.,-ants inf~· ,.,.ecL-s ha\'C been desc.ribed ~· stead of seeing to the day-tlHiay running of the commitlCC$.
$13lDC as c.'ccss.i'-c but if people •·ho
Thq· ha\'C established
com11t·alk around as guards ha\t ral
guns 11t'itb ttal bullets. I woukt like to munication 11tith the Administration
that ~ are qualified and and gotten mo~ student in\'01\ieresponsible. The administration .... ment in the decision mating of-our

mow

M•e.Vllllboy
University. officials. They have shuttle buses for the commuters, as leftofthedial. Itreallyain'ttbat bad.
.
staned Student Government .on the well as pay for all the parking tickets (91.7)
path to constructive and useful ac- they give out.
tivities on the part of the Xavier
The News. is looking for anyone
community. Let's hope that Julie
·. One final word on Campus securi· interested in and/ writing and/ or
O'Donoghue. and Matthew Habash ty. Withwarmweatherapproaching, reporting. and/or working on
can truly take advantage of what many of the female members of the the News in any capacity which may
they have inherited and make even student body arc expressing 5ome interest .one. Orie would receive the
trepidation at the thought C>fhaving thrill of seeing one's name and work
further prog~.
to enter the parking lot after dark; in print, .one would experience the
Speaking of Student Government, The ..Pit" especially, is extremely pride in a job well done, and one
here's hoping that the members of dark at night. and the combination would get to panicipate in the
Student Senate establish better com- of warm Spring nights and full debauchery and licentiousness of the
moons usually brings out the ..dregs twice-annual. News parties. That
~unication with their con~tuency
this )ur. Perhaps apathy could be of-humanity," such. as-muggers and alone should ring the volunteers out
fought by making information· and rapists. -Of course, with the tennis in droves. Call the oftke at 745-3561,
facts known to the students, as well cou'rts' lights on, there is no problem. leave your name at the Information
as the options made a\'llilable to But when they arc off, perhaps there . Desk, or stop your· friendly newsie
them. Then the\' ,..ouldn't feel left should be some type of escort service person as he or she crawls by and reout and therefore uncarin8 about by security people or a member of quest a position.
what happens.
the wrestling team for any poor
young thing who would have to go
•••
This is to announce the formation
Along with all the other problems down there to find her car.
of the Xavier News Investigatory
and tuition increases, word has it
'. INFO. Congrats to Jim Bergman, Commission. This IS ~OT a joke. If
that the parking fee is going up to
any student has a· real complaint or
7£?,
recently hired as the new coach
S 14. That's an awful lot to pay for the
drop a note to the NIC and
question
team.
opponunity of taking a long daily of .the Xa\'ier wrestling
they'll give YO\! results or at leas1
•••
stroll to retrie,·e one's car. At that ' INFO. W\'XU-FM is ali"-e and some type of answer. Try it. you'll
price they should be able to afford well. Give a listen. It's on the extreme like it.

•••
or

•••

•••

•••
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Sugfir 'n Spice
Reading· Road at Victory-·Parkway

·oPEN EVER.Y.DAY-t;>F THE-'WEEK
COIJ.BGE·GAMPUS· llEPllESENTATIVE
Needed to sell Brand Name St.,._o Components to
Studmta at lowest prices. Kiah Commi11ion, NO IN·
VESTMENT REQUIRED. Serious inquiries only!
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.DELICIOU·S SAr;.rn·w1cH.ES-.:OR
COMPLETE DINNERS
DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR AFTER THAT LATE·
WEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINClNNATfs_ FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
\VHY.NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST
\VITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.

~~o!a~·d.h~1&.-..:i8!d~
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:and. Marian- -

Robin

Whatever happened ·to Robin
Hood .and Maid· Marian after the·
defeat of the e.vil King John and his·
henchman, · the Sheriff of Not.,
tingham? One never ·hears, but
somehow pictures Errol. Flynri and
Olivia de Havilland, in gaudy 1938
Technicofor, ·smiling heroically at ·
one another happily ever after. End
of legend.·
·
What Richard Lester has done in
his latest film, Robin and Marian, is
pick up: the story twenty years la~er.
We learn that Robin(SeanConnery)
followed •Richard the Lionhearted
(Richard· Harris) on his ·hopeless,
albeit · bloody, crusa.de, leaving
Marian (Audrey Hepburn) behind
to slash her wrists in despair at
Robin's abandoniJtg her; Carried to
a nearby abbey, Marian has survived
("My confessions were the envy of
the entire. Abbey"), taken her vows,

.,

'.'.

Screenwriter James Goldman has
about to be imprisoned; the King is . ego. In this way, he comes to parallel
done · the script in refreshingly
evicting all the higher clergy. Robin, Richard.
modern idiom, which sounds as
however, carried her '?ff from the
Death and violence are not the
Sheriff of Nottingham (Robert only, or even the main themes of the. natural and fluid to us as Middle
English did in its day; we are not dis~
Shaw)~ and after another episode or - film~ The~ is a definite concern with
two, the former lovers reconcile. The class. struggle. But by far the
tanced by any Hollywood half·
film continues from there; the rest is strongest theme is that of age: the ag- efforts. Considerable humour is .
a surprise which must not be spoilt. ing process itself, and uneasiness . derived from the fragi,le Marian's noLester is; as always, painstaking in with its concomitant changes. All the
nonsense language, as for instance,
his 'attention to period detail, and ~·1?~~~~ .!
" •
"' ..
one of the strengths of the movie is · · -..
·
its evocation of thirteenth-century
squalor. Everything is surprisingly
small, from the hectic, muddy courtyard of Nottingham Castle to the
thatclt~and-wattle peasants huts.
Even Kirkley Abbey isa wee, sordidly barnyardish affair, and hounds
snuff candidly through the rushes on ·
King Richard's floor. This realisitc
.-:",((>'
glance into theglamourous,glorious
~l~~
•
past brings us up short, and, once
Robin (Sean Connery) and Maria,n (Audrey Hepburn)...picking up
brought up, we are prey to Lester's
the story twenty years later.

_,,//{'-=.

.

..;.

Richard the Lionhearted (Richard Harr is) embarks on· the Crusades irr
Lester's Robin and Marian..
and now is Abbess.
This background is what we learn
through the course of the film. It
opens in the rocky 'wastes of Andalusia, where· Robin and Littlejohn
(Nicol Williamson) refuse to storm a
castle inhabited. only by women:and
·children, ·besieged by the ~!>~
meglomaniacal Richard. .
prisoned, to be executed, Robin and
Littlejohn are freed by Richard's
freak . death. Thoroughly - sick !Jf
warring, the middle-aged pair hea~s ·.
· back to England, where King John .is
now properly ensconced on the
throne and taxing ·the peasantry as ·
exorbitantly as ever. ·Robin finds
that his · reputation has grown
legend; he is persuaded once more to
take up robbing the rich and aiding
the poor. ·
·
He makes a side trip, however,. to
Kirkley. Abbey, hardly believing
Marian )~. there· ("A nun sht'c can't
be-not' my Marian"), afraid
anyway to confront her, even all
these years after his desertion. But he
does, and. she· is-and moreover,
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"Mural movement"
hits x.u.- campu$
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REQUIREMENTS: Counselors must be.over 19 years of age, have an
ability to work effectively with children and wishto participate in an
edu_E~tional setting of the highest staridars..
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For perll~~al,interviews on Wed, Apr_il.:28 con.t~ct the Placement Of·
fice.
,·
.., ·
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main characters-suffer sort of a time she hollers from the abbey tower at
lag as they resume the activities they Robin's party, ..Who the hell are
·left off twenty years before, and your
realize with a melancholy inevitabiliThe screen performances are of
ty that the past is gone, and they are course excellent, from Connery,
improperly· oriented to the present. Harris, Shaw and Hepburn down
Landmarks have disappeared, ideals.· through the cast of British charcter
have become outmoded, and actors. The photography is striking,
relentless optimism is discovered to the score as grand and sweeping.as
much of the landscape. The producbe a quality solely of youth.
And yet, there is much beauty and tion, overall, is lush sometimes to the
innocent. humour to Robin .and point of excess, .but generally is held
Marian. Aside from the filth and · in a nicely spare balance. After all,
crowding of civilization is pictured a 'Robin and Marian is legend.
clean, simple, ·instinctual world, a
· world in which, if one wishes to go
Ultimately, this lavishness is
north, one simply turns that way. checked and given integrity by the
People run toward distant sounds, film's empty, aching quality, a feelsleep .on beds of great fems, drink ing of failure: we cannot· return to
from streams, make love in wheat- that which has made us what we are.
·
_:Anita Buck
fields.

perverse vision: a flair for the tellingly grotesque and the comically nonfunctional .. It is· a glimpse of the
society's psyche through the distancing frame of the camera lens. There
is an inherent black humor in many
objects. the ,camera. toµches, a• co_m·
bined naivete a'nd cunning. . ..
Sometimes referred to in the past
·It is.this blackness which concerns
as a "cultural tundra," Xavier in the
Lester themiltiCJtlly. King Richard
last four years has experienced a
matter-of-factly carriel! on an
greening of the fine arts. A graphic
animated conversation while a
manifestation of , this ·is the
barber engages in the 'bloody
appearance of murals on sundry and
machinations· of digging an arrow
assorted wallsaboutthe Xavier camfrom his neck. Knights in training
pus.
hack away in brutal play at paintea
The mural movement began four
dummies. There is much death in
years ago when Bro. Jerome Pryor,
Robin and Marian; much violence,
• S.J,, started a series of 28 murals
much blood. Throats are slit, heads 1
depictins the life of Christ for the
split; limbs half~rved away,
Schott Jesuit Residence. Commenmouths shot with.arrows. It is a cruel
cing on the third floor with the theme
age, and initially Robin is in reaction
of the Incarnation, four paintings
against it. But gradually he becomes bolted into the hall corners of each
enmeshed in his cause, and oblivious'
floor, the themes ascend in
to the pain and death he once swore chronological order through the
against and now is engendering. As Nativity, Early· Public Life,
exceptional a man as he ·is, his
Miracles, Passion, and Resurrection
altiuism is also a gra~ification of his of Christ, with Post-Resurrection

CAMP WINAUKEE' is lOcated :on Lake Winnipesaukee in the heart of
the White Mountains of. New, Hampshire. The"pamp .is divided into
two separate entities, the-mainland C'amp is for boys ages 6 to 12, the
island camp for·b~y~:12 to:~6'.•Th~.-Pl~inh~n,d. camp has 200 boys and a
staff of 55 men. Tlie island camp has 100 boys and a ·staff of 25 men.
The .cainp is privately O\\r'rte!i-J;~tjd'. dh·e~teµ and both campers and
counselors come for a fuH eight .weeks.
._
,.
•

twenty years later

themselves known: In most of. the
murals; light emphasizes the figure
of Christ against a darker
background; this light picks out the
vital force of Christ, for, as Pryor
says, "God is not just the person next
door." Based almost entirely upon ·
Scripture, Pryor plays upon textual
shadings for the murals' subjects, interpreting them with strong color
symbolism and/ or stylized composition. The effect is often startling, as
the various figures of Christ
sometim~s seem to stand luminously
at the end of the Schott hallways, or
pulsate with. spiritual energy. These
murals are not to be taken for
granted.
Joining the Pryor murals last
summer were four more, the projects
of three women enrolled in a Pryor
scenes on the ninth floor. Unfor- Fine Arts course - Murals,. of all
lunately, the third through -ninth things. Madeline Bourgeois did two,
floors of Schottare cloistered areas, on separate. wal's of the Comp.uter
tnaking, the murals generally J!lT Center. A.~ridget McCafferty.m1,1ral
a~~s~~~li;.,U!it.il \I~ ppen;hq~sF,t~p~,u~~.qrp;sl ~, ~~p,,or a Schmidt. Hall
can be arranged, the pubhc must classroom while Carol Jacober
content itself with .a WVXU-TV painted on three large panels now
. production featuring the paintings,, bolted to the far wall of Kuhlman
to be televised over WCET sometime Hall's:· sixth-floor lounge. (The.
t~is summer, and a Cincinnati. En- ·Murals course is to be offered again
quirer Sunday magazine cqver story,· this summer. Interested. individuals
Easter morning. ,
·
should contact Bro. Pryor.)
. Brother. Pryor likes his paintings
Being planned now are a number
to develop, to dawn gradµally upon of ~urals for B~ockman. Hall.
the . viewer;. thus the mysterious . Moq1ca .and Veronica Kesshng are
quality of many of the murals. He · completing sketches for a large
has attempted to balance the paint- mural. of i;nedieval life for ~he main
Y ings' styles evenly between realis·m lobbr, whale Carol Jacoberis to do a
and abstraction, to suit the variety of, Marilyn· Monroe for the basement.
tastes among the Schott residents,
.
-Leslie. Winters
but certain consistencies make
-Anita Buck

JIMMY CARTER

Needs Vohlnteers
Cinti. Hdqtrs ..
613 Main St. ·
3rd Floor ·

C1ll • 721-1878

Pqe3

B aseball~r~ struggle·,
record d rops··to .10.-7
five hits, two of which were infield
singles;
however, the Bearcat hits
· N•w• Slllft Wrltwr
came in one inning.
Smarting from four straight losseil
In this game the leading hitters for
the weekend of April 3, the baseball·
players continued to struggle. Their Xavier were Roy Troxell 3 for 4, and
losing streak reached.six games, and second baseman Tom Merkle who
at press time their :reeord stood at a went·3 for 5. Troxell and Merkle led
both teams in getting extra base hits.
.
disappointing I0-7.
Lady Luck then stepped in as the
The Thomas More game last
Muskies
won the next game of the
Wednesday is noteworthy only for
the fact· that it worsened X. U.'s tourney 6~5, defeating Wright State.
:dwindling record. A combination of Kevin Lyons picked up the win
· poor pi'tching plus seeming over con- · marking an end to the six game losfidence, with the pressure of coming ing streak.
from· behind, (which X.U. did
X.U. senior· tri-captain Terry
several times,) led to a Muskie loss.
Snider,
who ·led all hitters in the
The score was T.M.C. 9 and Xavier
tournament, went 6 for 12 and
8.
· played errorless ball. · .
Recognizing this achievement, the
Entering the· Fourth Annual
tournament
commjttee voted Snider
Miami Invitational Tournament,
(previous winners were. Miami - 2, to the All-Star team; the only X.U.
·and Cincinnati - I), the Muskies player to get this honor.
Boxscores
were sure of victory.
RHE
This confidence stemmed from the
fact that the first game is the most Xavier ...... 000 100 000 -· I 9 1
important. _Since their opponent in Cincinnati ..... 000 011 000 - 36 I
LP this opener was Cincinnati, a team WP·_ Rechtin
~nimpelbeck ·
they had beaten 4 out of 5 times, the
·muskies felt they had a slight edge.
However, Xavier lost 3-1, while Xavier ...... 000 001 401 - 6 7 I
Cincinnati "'.ent on to win the tour- · Wright State.OOo 100 013 - 5 13 4
WP - Lyons
LP - Grote
nament.
.
·The Muskies play~ well enough
to win; unfortunately fate played a XaVier.. . • • . . 000 002 000 -. 2 7 0
Miami. .•.• 301 IOI 001 __,:__ 7 II I
bigger part.
LP ~ Murphy
Bill Krumpelbeck gave up only WP - Schell~n

By TERI KRAEMER

•••

••.•

Baseba/( Team...
Front row, left to right: Jan Gilkey, Bill Vitale, Pat Kreb, Marty Mayer, Mike BlesMn, Tom Merkle, Gary Bachman. .
Second row, left to right: Asst. Coach La"Y Lipps, George Miller, Gary &ck, Jim Janszen, Kevin Lyons, Joe Carteer, Nick
.
.
·
.
Sowar, Terry Snider.
Back row, left to right: Bill Krumpelbeck, George Rohde, Fred Schmerge, Jim Clear, Tim Baumer, Mike Deely, Tim Murphy,
Roy Troxell, and Head Coach Bill Wolff.
·
-

/M B-ball champs, new events·
By NANCY MALONEY
..... a..nwrtter

Congratulations to this year's
winners of the intramural basketball
championships! In the women's division, the "Rosy Cheeks" wrapped up
their season with all wins and no
losses. They defeated Karla Thompson's team, the "Small but Tough"
who were also undefeated goirig into
the fmal championship game. A
word of recognition. for Nancy
Sohngen 's team, the "Peachy
Peaches." Down by only one point in
the last seconds of their final season
ga01e against _the "Rosy Cheeks,"
Nancy Sohngen put up a shot which
found its mark just after. time was
called. Had the "Peachy Peaches"
won that game, the league would
have resulted in a three-way tie for
first place,
In the men's intramural single A
division basketball championship,
the "Graf· Zeplin" (captain Pave
Flanagan), defeated Stu Hill's team,
"8-8 King" by three points in the
finals.
The winners in the men's AA divi~
sion are the ·undefeated "More
Pepper than Salt" team, captain Stu

Hiil. Their opponents, "Bong,"(captain Grant N.P. Totten) were also
undefeated going into the championship game.
. Leading the way in ou~ ·spring
sporting events, the Intramural
Department has scheduled a f~culty
student golf outing on Wednesday,
April 28th. The outing will be.held at
Avon Woods Golf Course, and will
consist of 56 tee times. The greens fee
be $2.60, and trophies will be
awarded for low·gross, low net and
fewest putts. Door prizes will also be.
awarded.
.. Tee-off times will be. between
12:30 and 2:30. Refreshments
provided after. your rou'nd. Club and
cart rental available. Pick up and
tum in entry blanks at the Information Desk befofe April 16th. Foririformation contact · Rob Sieber at
745-3773 ..
On Sunday, May 2nd, Brockway
Park will be the site of this year's
world's championship wiffieball
tournament, (that's in the quad
behind Brockman Hall.). Four-man
and four-woman teams will compete
in a single elimination t.ournament.
This is equality, ladies; you play'

will

right along with the men!
..
. Our men's intramural softball
ieason this year will ·consist of a
single weekend elimination tournament May 8th and 9th·. It will be
· limited to the first ten teams to sign
up at the Information Desk in the
·
main lobby.
Next on the agenda are the threeman basketball · asphalt championships at Brockman court on
May 11th. They will be limited to the
first eight men's and the first eight
women's teams to sign- up. The
games' will be played half court .
Again, sign-ups will be held at the Info~ation Deik. ,. : , ":: ,
.
. Tours ·of our still-underconstruction Sports Center will be
given on Friday, May 14thfroin4:30
to 6:00. · Sign-ups
·tour times
taken at the Information· Desk.

for

Rugby

_Sports· Sched~.les

DATE
April 24 (Sat)
May I (Sat)
May 2 (Sun)
May I (Sat)
May 15 (Sat)

OPPONENT

SITE

John Carroll
Terre Haute Club
Monkstown Club-lrelaµid
Open
Ohio Wesleyan·

'Home·
Home
_No1rounds
Delaware, Ohio

Tennis
;.,J>ATE ..
~'rll

15-16 Thun-Frl

17 Sat.
25 Sun, 1:00
·May 2 Sun, 1:00
4 ·rues, 2:30

0,1\'_QNENT

SITE

New York-Mass. Trip
Fordham-Amhent
Springfield
Manhall
Centre
Wright_State _____ .. ___

activl~Y..

You'd give her the mdon. But you're not
an astronaut. So give he.r the moon
and the stars in the gift of a diamond.
One precious jewel, glowing with thousands of'
fiery lights, will express from i.ts depths
· the deep love you feel.

00 t .c.ener
0 cl
DISCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS.

....

~

. :~. ~:

'

. . .

STUDENT

605 Race Street

CHARGE

.. Clnclnutl, Ohio

ACCOUNTS
INVITED

tel: 121-0704

0

Away
Away
Home
Hom~-

Extra. curricular

IF YOU CAN'T ~IVE HER THE MOON
AND STARS, GIVE A DIAMOND

-zef'f
.· .

Away·

THI ITIOH lllWllY C~MPANY, DITIOIT~ MICHiOAN 41226 .

; ; I;,

•,f

~:.:

Ruggers not rugged· enough, .lose 14-8
r-

May 3-6
Monday
2:00 Opening ceremony, Alter- Mall, all par·
tlclpants meet in North C_ampus lot 'behind
Kuhlman
2:30 Great Tricycle Race, Alter Mall
3 30 Th "C · ,,
: .
e
hug Brockman Court
9:00 The Night Road Rally, cars leave North
Campus· lot every three minutes from 9·12
Tuesday
3:30 Onion Eating Contest, Brockman Court
4:00 Car Jam, Brockman Court
4:00 University. Push Ball Championships,
Stadium.
Immediately following: World Wide Scavenger
Hunt, Stadium
.
Wednesday 2:00 . Bookstore Special, Brockman Court.
.
3:30 Longest Kiss Contest, Brockman.Court
· ·
9:30 TV night at Tucker's .
.
10:39 · University Arm Wrestling Championships,
Tucker's
12:00 Men's Go-Go Contest, Tucker's
Thursday 2:30 Mr. Freeze, Brockman Court
3:30 Tug-0-War, Stadium • · . ·
4:00 ~ody J'.alntlilg Conte5t, Stadium
5:15-9:15 a.m~, Friday,,, All.Night Dance Contest
9 p.m. to 2 a.~. "The Last Darice" Two bands, no
Friday
co.ver with l.D. 58-60's dilnce with Bluestone. Ivory
.

•

By DAVE BIRKETT
New• s11t1 wrtt•r

Xavier's record now stands at two
wins and four losses. Last Saturday
Xavier lost its second game in
succession and made X. U. ruggers
record. the weakest' in the city, supposedly. This fact shows that Xavier
hasn't played to its full potential all
year.
The game against Queen City was
fierce. Both sides fought hard· and
feltthe 65 degree heat. It wasn't long
before the superior forwards of
Queen City won the ball enough to
take the lead, 4-0. Later in the second
hscaolfr,edXaanveiexrc'se· llceanptttaryin' hJ1.ismo·wDnopnalci.nk

•

'

•'

•

•

Queen City dominated the loose . performance of the backs all afterplay thoughout the first half,driving . noon . .Queen City scored one more
the Xavier forwards right off the try and the score stood at 14-8 when
ball. The second half was no the whistle blew.
different, Queen City continued .to
If Xavier's ruggers want. to win
clean up the ball and had possession more games their forwards will have
· of it twice as long as X. U.
to start playing as a unit and not as
If not for fine tackling by Mike
eight individuals.
Claus, John McGoff and Steve Cutz
THe Xavier ruggers are presently
and the other back, the game preparingwith the UniversityofCinwouldn't have been close. Late in the cinnati's rugby team to play against a
second half Steve Cuntz scored his touring Irish team from
first try for Xavier on a fine passing Monkstown, Ireland· on May 2 at
movement that characterized the Cln~lnnati T~chn.ical Coll~ge.

X U , pI

k. tt h

f

A II
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t
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Un e C OSen 0 r
':"'Otar earn
Xavier University.'s Mike Plunkett chosen to ·play in the seri~s. He
has been chosen to play in the became the 14th player in .Xavier
finally driving him into the end zone. Seventh Annual Ohio-Indiana history to score. more than IOOO
David Birkett's conversion was wide College All-Star Game series.
points this year as he tallied a total of
to the right and the score stood 4-4 at
I043 in his 76 game varsity career the half.
Two games will be played in the an average of 13.4 ppg. throughout
The first half had been clean but series matching the top senior talent his career. Twice Plunkett was MVP
rough, both sides gave JOO per cent, from the college ranks in both states. at Xavier, as he led the Muskies in
but in the second half the sun started The first game will be played Friday, scoring and . rebounding· both his
to take effect and injuries were oc- , April 23rd. at ~utler .Uni~ersity junior and sophomore seasons. This
curring. Xavier played most of the .Fieldhouse m lnd1anapohs, with the past year, he was voted honorary
second half without Donlin and second game at Ohm State's St. captain by his teammates at the conTom Kimener was benched d~e.to a John's Arena ori Sunday, April 25th. clusion of the season - Xavier's first
severe nose bleed.
-<. Plunkett is the first Xavier player winning season in a dozen years.

w·hat tq-expect this season-Baseball predictions
By MICHAEL COULTER
,..., 111t1 Writer

The.1976 Major League Baseball
season· beian last week and this
year's division races should keep fan
. interest hi~ in both the National
and American Leagues. -·
The National League's Westel'n
Division should once again belong
to the world champion Cincinnati
Reds. ·Johnny Bench, Joe Morgan,
Pete Rose and Tony Perez represent
some of the most potent bats in
baseball. Ken Griffey and George
Foster are expected fo have a big
year at,the plate. The Reds should
get strong pitching from Don·
Gullett, Jack Billingham, and Gary
Nolan. This, plus a strong defense,
excellent speed, and a good bullpen,
makes the .. Reds the number one
choice in the West.
Although their top spotseemscer.tain, the defending world champions
won'thaveitaseasyastheydidlast
yearwhentheycapturedtheWestern
Division by 20 games~ The Dodgers,
who were plagi.ted by injuries to key
playerslastyearwilltrytobridgethe
20 game gap:. The ·acquisition of
Dusty Baker should add punch to
the ·offense which already includes
All-Stars Ron Cey and Steve Gar·
vey.. If the ~gers expect. to catch
the Reds, they will need extremely
good pitching from Tommy John

and DonSutton,bothofwhomhave. year's . home run leader, Mike
to pick up. the slack caused by the Schmidt. T~e Phillies have one of
failure of Andy Messerimith to the best infields in the- National
. come to terms with the Los Angeles League with Schmidt.at third, Larry
club. Cincinnati's bigest" competi- Bowa at short, .Cash at second and ·.
tion should come from a healthy Allen at first. The Phils are expecting
Dodger team.
good pitching from newcomers.Jim
The Giants have a young talented Kaat and Ron Reed. The Pittsburgh
ball club but the bats of Bobby Pirates also boast'a powerful offense
Murcer, Willie Montanez, and Gary and no one is going to deny this.
Matthews as well as the pitching of Willie Stargell, Rennie Stennett,
John Montefusco will be hard press- Manny Sanguillen, Dave Parker,Al
ed .to better last year's third place Oliver and the rest of the Pirate
finish. The Giants need. better star- offense have carried them to the divi~ ·
ting pitching and possibly some real sion title five of the last six years.
fan support before they can make a Doc Medich and Jerry Reussarethe
run at tlie division title. The Braves nucleus ofthePiratepitchingattack
were very active on the trading and both are very good.
market last year and have added· Philadelphia, however, has an edge
some good players. The bats of Dave in team defense and this advantage·
May and newly acquired Jim Wynn should be the deciding factor.
.
·• should do well in cozy- Atlanta
The Eastern D~viilion· is by ·no
Stadium. However, their defense'ls means· going to be a two team race.
sh.aky and thei~ pi~ching staff, even The "sleeper" pick of the year has to
with the. S1gn1ng of Andy be the New York Mets. The New
Messersmith, will have to do better Yorkershavethebestfourmanstareven to keep pace ~ith the powerful ting pitching rotation in the major
Western Divisio~. . . .
.,... leagues with right-hander Tom
T~e Eastern D1v1s1on · '!f the_. Seaver and .left-handers Jon·
National League should provide one~ Matlack, Jerry Koosman, and
. of the best division battles in years.:: former Detroit ace Mickey Lolich.
· When all the dust settles, look for·:-: The Saint Louis Cardinals will make
Philadelphia Phillies to bring a divi-:: their presenee felt in the East thanks
sion. title to.· the ~icentenni.al City;;: to th~ bats ~nd. speed of Lo~ Brock,
_Their off~nse. fea~ures Dave Cash,;: Reggie. Snuth, Ba~e McBride, and
Greg Luzmsk1, Dick Allen, and last~ Ted. S.!!!lmons, but a lack of ex-

. . .·-- .- - - -

·BE CAREFUJL. _
HOW. YOU'~,:. LISTEN."

perienced starting pitchers should. Doug Bird and one has an imgive them at best a respectable third pressive ·lineup. Kansas City has
place finish.
played well under Whitey Herzog
The American League West and when the September stretch
appears as though it is going to be a comes around, look for the Royals
two team race between defending to be on. top in the west.
champion Oak~and and the Kansas · The Texas Rangers and the
City Royals. Oakland has always Chicago White Sox should improve
had a lot of depth on their team but their 79-83 and ·7S-86 respective
the big question is can someone fill in records but both appear to be outfor outfielder Reggie Jackson and. classed by the Royals and the A's.
pitcher· Ken Holtzman who have
The American League East is by
been sent to . Baltimore? The far the toughest division to pick.
Oakland pitching staff is still quite Three teams - defending American
impressive with Stan Hansen, Vida League C:hampion Boston, the
Blue, Mike Torrez and reliever, Baltimore. Orioles, and the New
Rollie Fingers. The A's have.speed, York Yankees - should provide a
good defense and impressive offense close race. Boston has· added
but the loss of Jackson and Holtz- Ferguson Jenkins to a pitching staff
man have taken .a big chunk out of which already includes Luis Tiant,
Oakland's attack, perhaps big Rick Wise, Bill Lee and Reggie
enough for them to be.dethroned as Cleveland, perhaps the best starting
the American League Western . rotation in the American League .
Champs.
. .
.
Don't look for the sophomore jinx to
Kansas City 1s a commg cl.uh. hitFredLynnandJimRicebecause
They are a proven, talented team they simply play the game too well.
w~o definitely have the capacity to In addition to Lynn and Rice, the
wm the West. ~hey possess '?ne _of Sox offense features Car.I
thefin~stoffens1ve.anddefens1ve!n- Yastrzemski, Cecil Cooper and
fields m the Amencan League with Carlton Fisk. Boston also has a solid
George Brett at third, Fred Patek at defense at all positions.
short, Cookie Rojas at second, a~d
Baltimore is still hoping that
big John Mayberry at-first. Add to Reggie Jackson will come East and
that outfi~lders A!'los ~tis and Hal find a home at Baltimore's Memorial
McCrea, along 'Y•th pitchers ~teve Stadium. If Jackson decides to play,
Busby, Paul Splittorff and reliever
Pl'9dlctlon1 lo Piii• 8
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X.U. Summer ~rograms Abroad
Elementary, Intermediate, Advanced·
Modern Language courses; Literature
and civilization courses.

.BOGOTA - COLOMBIA
4 weeks - 3 semester credits - $555.
8 weeks - .6 semester credits - $855.

:

:!
!

r•
i

STROBL - AUSTRIA

.7

weeks·- 12-14 semester' credits - $1500
Included: Tuition - Rooni - Board
Airlines ticket - Acitivities

• Call: Daparbnant of Modern.Languages - 745-3628
Alter Hall. Room 104-C.
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Ongoing: ~ga !Jf .·Tbe·. Nms
Every so often one witnesses various individuals, who: at some
point in their journey of complacency are suddenly jolted into reality.
. Looking back, with introspective hindsight, I suddenly realiz~ that ,
my turn was up. ~ome unseen power. (i.,e.? The Programs. and
Publications Committee) found me to their liking, and deemed 1t apprC'priate. in their mysterious way, that I should be the o~e to succeed
in. that long line of the ..little seen, oft heard of' species known as
Editor,;,in-Chief. The stark realities of the job took substance, and my
· boat, which at one time floated in a sea of complacency, began rocking.
Now don't misinterpret me, I'm not complaining. In fact, I savor
the challenges inherent in the job, arid value the experiences that each
·
challenge will bri~g.
.

However, I make no claim to being able to effect every eonquest
and for this reason have gathered about me a group of highly compe. tent people, henceforth known .as· the Editorial. Board. Actini as
Managing Editor .until the end of May will be Rita ~choenfeld,
with Shannon Flynn pennanently filling the spot upon her return
from France this fall. Thomas "Our Man" Flynn, and LisaiMaechling ·
are the new Associate Editors, and Anita Buck will continue as Arts
Editor.
··' · ·

ASN--could they do more?

Recently, the Executive Board of the Xavier Chapter of Alpha
Sisftia Nu, the National Jesuit Honor Society, selected certain
students of the Xavier community for induction into this organization. According to its application Conn, membership in Alpha Sigma
Nu is based on fulfillment of the qualities of scholarship, loyalty to
Xavier ideals, and service to the campus and community. T~e Xavier
.
News congratulates these students, and recopjzes their
-It is the responsibility of the Editorial Board members to read every achievel1lents,.both on campus and in the community; . ·
editorial submitted·for publication, and give a vote of approval (or · The Alpha Sigma Nu application defines scholarship as an "above-·
disapproval) on its content. No editorial will be printed, unlessit average interest and proven competence in academic work;" Loyalty
receives three out of the five possible votes of approval. One of these indicates· a "personal commitment to Xavier University and to its
· approvals inust be from the Editor-in-Chief. Therefore, anything that principles," and service demands "actual sacrifice of time and energy
is print~d on the. Editorial Page represents a maj9rity opinion ofthe as a leader of some activity." T~e induction committee bases selecEditori~l Board.
·
tions on their judpnent of what constitutes fulfillment of each of
these three categories.
·
·· ·
. .
.
n.•.· As always, the succeeding leader of any organization will make an . The members of this committee review each anonymous applicaattempt to· review the Jrend.s of public opinion that have been es- tion, and rate each area of achievement from 1 (low) to S (high);
tablished against it. Personally, I feel that the News has lost a dearee However, this method, objective as it may ieem, still leaves room for
of credibility (justly or otherwise), and gained the reputation of being a subjective biai. The iiidividual committee members must decide
a "rnirror of negativism." Perhaps·the .blame for this skewness lies · which club or activity is more important than another club.or activiwith the previous· editors, .or perhaps it can be interpreted ai being . ty or whether total number of hours spent in a single organization
directly proponionate. to .the ·non-committal ·attitude. J>.-evalent bears more weight than membership in a number of organizations.
among the accusers.
. Even though the committee may strive·for total objectivity, this
remains an impossibility in light of the distinctions to be made. Thus
· Even calling the News a "mirror of negativism" indicates that the it would be wrong to totally gainsay any of their decisions.
.
paper is merely · reflecting the thinking of others on campus .. . Complete objectivity will never,· of course, be possible. But
. Therefore, it. is unfair to ask that th' News bear total responsibility perhaps, if some comprehensive guidelines as to what constitute
for negativism. This responsibility is better uphel4 by the Xavier "above-average interest," ~proven c~mpetence.. .," and "personal
community as a whole.
·
·
· ·commitment," were·made public, before·selection began, a greater
, .· ·
.'degree of objectivity could be achieved. . .. .
. It wowd be wrong for. the Xavier News to expect universal accep· · •. Alpha Sigma Nu claims.that it isnot"merely an honorary, but an
tance ·of everything that. is printed, especially those items labeled as ..{lctive organization. Its members develop and support programs conopinion. The Editorial )Joard realizes this, arid welcomes dissenting sistent with its criteria for induction·. Luncheon-discussion meetings,
points of view in the form of letters to the.editor;·This arrangement speakers proirams, mini-Courses, and ·the· ·Alpha Sigma·.·Nu
promotes critical thinking on various issues, by both the readers and· Forum ... are among the programs for the current academic year."
the editors.
However, looking back over the past year, the scope of campus activities spons0red by Alpha Sigma Nu'seems very narrow relative to·
Letters of dissent from News policy are important, but so are letters its self-image as an active organization. Alpha Sigma Nu sponsored, ·
of support. If the News is to· remain dynamic force within the uni- · with Breen LQdge, one "Fireside Chat" which was open to faculty and
·versity, expressing constructive· crititism, and promoting ·needed members, and one luncheon~iscussion, ~gain open orily to members
. change, letters to the editor are of primary importance. Many times, and faculty by invitation. None of the other aetivities ever reached
the Administraiton feels that the News barks, but has no bite. fruition.
..
, ·.
·' 1 .·
Through letters to the editor, supporting a stance the News may take,
. It seems an exericse in futility to take the most·intelligent, l~yal, ac.: .
th~ hierarchy oftthe University could possibly realize that what is b~~ tive people on campus, and place'-them· in the framework of ail
ing ·voiced by. the Editors is in accordance with the thinkiJ\g of many · ·organization claiming to be "consistent With .its criteria for induc·
tion,"wl\eninreality, thi~rganiZation:doesyefylittleinproportion
others; · '; · ',. .....
~.)

.
. ...·. .· .·1n·'10·
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~~jectivity·in to~o~~!~gc~:~~~cJ1'7~~#ln pow~r,"'~ip~a;~igma.

a~ti\'e

Overall, the News this year will strive to maintain
·
Nu, as an
reporting, and fair treatment in editorial opinions. Style·and layout . organizatiori.".could .dg .'1tuch to .enhaJtce .Xavier. Perhaps the .
.will remain basically. the sanie, since I was tutored in the Lechleiter members cowd offer their services as tutors to other st.udents. Also~
method Qf layo~t.
. puri:uit· of t'he ·~er~ of ~ini~ourses, an~·. the Alpha Sigma Nu Foru~
are among th~ vai:ious, things that could be done to make Alpha
In order to present comprehensive. new·s coverage of items ofvital Sigma Nu avital organization.
..
.
,
InviewQ(w~a~!t.~~~~opethisyear,itseeinsasifAlphaSigma:Nu·
import the News A~lysis method of reporting.will be used more
often. Also, I hope that ihe Aunt Millie column can be expanded to a . should just be .content with. bei11g. an·:;honorary.' organization. This
type of campus "Dear Abby," and as always, Back J>ag~ ads main- would then pacify .titQS;C~,llrguing.that'the members of Alpha S'igma
taining some semblance of dece~cy will always be considered.
Nu are too 'involved·~ Qther ac~ivit~es·tO become involved inAlpha
Sigma Nu'. , · :.. , .... ,~ ., .. ~ ·· · ... ~:'.:\ · ·
:"· ·'
. R.J.S.
..
, " .... :· .
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Food Week. The Pyramid Building event, an
innocuous-looking activity wb,ich can nonetheless be a vicious ·crippler of novices,. is .
·· gone.. And we needn't worry about draggiOg .
livid red mud into the dorms on our debris-·
slashed feet this year, either: .the infamous .
, Penny-in-the-Pit is no more. (Full credit cannot be given to Tony Brueneman and social
chairman Mike Quinn for this intelligent <leci~
sion. The fact- that the Pit has recently been
covered up 'with tennis courts probably had
some bearing on their choice.) However, we
can:__ and should - laud Tony Brueneman
. fonticking to his guns and resisting the efforts
of some student planners to stretch the AilNight Dance Contest to a dangerous twentytwo' hours, so the number of winning (or surviving) couples would not exceed the number
of trophies.
· This is not to say that Greek Week V is
The annual
. perfect. We still have the Push Ball ChamGouge Greek.Week Column
. pionships, .a number-one .event for injuries
with scores of pulled muscles, sprained joints,
.
01'.
.
and tom tendons to its credit - not to menwelcome 'bac~ to cainp
tion the luckless fellow who broke his jawbone
· by·Tom·Flynn •
. iri 5'=Ve_ral places on the push ball back in 1974.
(As you may have noticed, I have endless
I never heard him u1ln' ·a cune; I .don't
respect for the average Muskie's enthusiasm
bi!Ueve he wiu ever drunk In hl1.Ule ~ 11ure he's .for anaking of the most harmless environment
not a Uke a Christian at· all! •· ::
an· obstacle ci>urse bristling with tools of self·
-Jack Boyle, Juno and the Paycock · mutilation. If you wonder why, ask me to
Ah, spring; Spring, when a young man's
show you the injury-and-destruction score of
fancy turns to love, a senior's fan~y turns to
this year's Haunted House sometime;')
, graduation - and for. some reason, just ·
And,· of course, 'the Road Rally needs
everybody's fancy turns to Greek Week, that
tremendous modification. As commuters
·annual· abandonment of sanity which combecome more heavily, involved in that event,
. bines the dignity of Bozo the Clown with the
their unfair. advantage in the field of Queen
.savior faire of Jed Clampett and the intellecCity Navigation will become painfully obtual hip-mindedness of Baqy Manilow. (You
vious. Maybe in the 1977 Road Rally the c0mre"1ember Barry Manilow; He's been alive
muters can be "handicapped" somehow. Has .
forever, and he wrote. the very first song. He's
anyone considered giving commuters next
year a special ·route that requires several
· still playing it.'
· Well, Greek Week Vis upon us- and, I
crossings of the Western Hills Viaduct?
Another favorable aspect of Greek Week V
must admit, it's much improved over last
is its budget: it's slim; trim, and somebody's
year's model. Some concern, common sense,
and even thinking seem to have gone into this
keeping an eye oli it. Last year's extravaganza
year's events. The Castle Stuff is gone- it did
burned an incredible $2200.00 in student
,. -look a little strange in the Enquirer right after
moni.es, and their final financial report was so
r.

Easte·r

~:
~

. .

funny I seriously considered running it in this Judging from the number of one-time
space · without cominent. By· contrast, this Muskies in positions of influence across the
Midwest, the Xavier of old fulfilled that misyear's event weighs in at a mere $1500.00.'
That; I think, is what I like best about Greek sion handsom'ety. And now? God forbid that
Week: it's shrinking .. Because, you see, I don't the Xavier of 1976 be called on teo provide the
like Greek Week. Now, Tony Brueneman is future. leaders of America.· For America's .
welcome to make all the speeches he wants sake. •
And somehow, I can't escape .the feeling
about the .·~recreational, good-time objective"
of the "intramural spirit" - and, if I know . that in the last five years, Greek Week has been
Tony, he probably will. But what about the a part of this deterioration. This is not the first
academic spirit - .which, presumably,- is why · year that Admissions has put so much stress
we're all here at M~skie Tech-er,.Camp Xavi ·on Greek Week fun and games that the
average prospective Muskie expects to major
- er, X.U.? You know, learning. .
One's thoughts tend to drift along these in tricycte racing. And, we must admit, this ·
lines reviewing old Newses, or leafing through kind. of appeal keeps the students rolling i_n ..
ten-year-old Athenaeums and Tavernaculars, .But what kind of students? lfby "student" you
or when simply talking fo a mid-sixties Xavier mean "any warm body upon which somebody
grad. We've gone downhill a 'lot late!}'. The is willing to pay tuition," we'r~ doing fine. But
quality of rhetoric, the administration· of ac- if you want to attract the kind of student
tivities - the quality of person who called whose presence at X.U. in earlier years won
himself a Muskie was a lot higher ten years Xavier the elite reputation it used to enjoy ·
among Midwestern universitites - you don't
ago.
·
·
do it by promising them contests and onioneating playoffs. Not . to say that old-time
Muskies didn't swill beer like rescued Arabsof course, they did. It's just that, somehow,
· they carried it off with more class.
That's the reason why' the Xavier of 1950
would never have been called "Camp Xavier."
That's also a reason why the Xavier of 1976
would never be called "The Harvard of the
Midwest," a serious appellation in times past.
It's a difference in attitude - and Greek Week
has done as much as any other activity to
pro~ote the wrong attitude at Xavier.
·
No doubt many of you· out there are
grumbling, "Oh Christ, academics again.
Doesn't he realii.e that Greek Week, and ·
Tucker's, and parties are the only way we can
. escape from .the drudgery of college life?" If
· this is your attitude -:- if intellectual endeavor
is so painful that you want· to keep yourself·
drunk and busy with beer chugs and road
The Xavier of ten years ago was a haven of rallies right up until that ~erm paper comes due
intellectuals - or, at least, it came closer to - then get out. Please get out. Do yourself,
that ideal than we do today. A university, after and Xavier, and those few souls who still want
all, is supposed to. produce (if you'll pardon to live up to the name "student" a favor ...and
. the cliche) ·~~ .future leaders of America. leave•
~

ment, shame, or. doubt, Jesus surely
must have felt all of these as he hung
naked and innocent upon the cross
· in front of his few.remaining friends ..
But even more, he was.made naked
before his -Heavenly Father.
Have·we'notall sinned? Who has
always responded with love to· the

,

~ · ;:R:~fte.ctit>n :, "~r~V~f!i!~~~ili~t.~!ytr°~~~~~,-;~:::~a~d~~,}~l~:te1icJ~~~
·

· . ·

·.

Here is a man who has always loved to that fullest degree, a man who
has never.sinned, who has never ex-.
J)erienced that darkness and shame
that onefeelswhenheorshehashurt
another. He has willingly accepted to
die nailed to across; He pleaded with
God for a way out but then said,

still has faith, even as his blood ·
spurts out upon the earth. And then
it happens; He cries out those words
Jesus Chrisfwas a man like us in
which stop all time: "Father, Father,
all ways but one; I think that each
why hast thou forsaken me?"
and every one of us can remember
It is not that He has doubted who
He· was, for He still calls God,
moments of doubt and uncertainty,
perhaps those. times ~hen we were
Father. But rather, He suddenly feels
1
0
the weight of all the· d!lrkness, the
· ·-'if'n'dt
· pain, and shame for my sins and
.Th~ feeling 1s that of nakedness, as , know that we have failed or are fad- agony 1s realized with the coldness of your sins, for all the sin and injustice
for a brief second we suddenly stand'.'!:Jing to love more, I think that there is steel. And what stands out is his ever done by man against God arid
against man. He who has never
common feeling of darkness; ail relationship to His Father.
totally alone. Perhaps it is that we''
have been accused falsely or maybe empathy with those. who are now · ·He holds this not\ against his. known this feeling through his own
made to seem not quite as highly es- 1•tacking what we' refuse to give. And persecutors as he takes away our si~: fault bears it all for you and me. And
teemed as we often like to be. ·'here I see the greatest glory of Jesus' ."Father, forgive them for they know when it is done, He remains with the
...i
·
not what they do." He still loves, he .Father: "It 'is done."
Nobody is immune from embarrass- ·!ife.
By BOB HELVATY

.
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Beth, Petie, reflect (Jn a year g6n8 by...
.

.

.

.

Peterhans concluded that his exyounger was the co-founder of the ... Maureen. Burke and Mike Brown;
By MICHAEL VILABOY
Nn11t1trWrller .
.
Cincinnati Area College Student: and the 'Internship program; which perience this year has made him a
Governments Association. This new allowed other students to get to ''practical idealist" and given him the·
The end. of the academic year is
organization was formed as a com-. know and become. involved in the . opportunity "to live out a dream" of
time for reflection on the past as well munication network between running of Student Government.
helping other people, especially to
as planning for the future. In an in- . schools to promoted the interests of
The high point for both of them "find their dreams." Beth described
terview with the News last week, the students, and prompt coopera- was the Report to the Board of itasa·"livelyexperience,"andanopPaul· Peterhans a1,1d. Beth -Younger, tion and understanding in the fulfill- Trustees; the.-first time in the history portunity to became "more aware of
· the o~tgoing President .and Vice- ing of the needs of the individual of Xavier University that students . my actions as a woman." She added
president of Student Government, schools - "a way for. the big Sc:hools were formally allowed to participate . that she had marked the path for
revie\Ved their year in office.
to help the little ones." as Beth phras- in the meeting. They both were ex..: "women taking on positions of high
tremely pleased with . the positive responsibility, · unlike four yean
Their campaign platform stressed . ed it.
. .
.
. . . .· .
· Some of their projects which the reaction they received from the ago...
the . ~tablishment of. cooperation
and 1"Jst, .with each one ..pulling his outgoing officers consi"ered board and expreued great apprecia·. · . .Tboup they both expreued relief :·.· . Outiolng Stutknt bo.dy Pre11da1~
year ending, tJiey
a little .·.~ Pinll .P•terluau (kft) 'ond · Yk~
own ·load; acceptiilg their. respon- . successful were: the.Book Exchange, · tion for the .help of 'Mr. Michael · :for
by Julie.O~Donoghue .ncl Rieb Conatin, a member of the Board, for' . ud, Ad at hiving to leave; but~ pre1idenl Betit Younger (r'61tt)- "a
sibilities of. their job and to each
.':other.~ Both felrthat they had es- Russo; the t.fairitenance TUk Force, his help in bringing them before the : for the experiences, the friends, and Y,_ear · of fond memorle1, ex- ·
· · · ... the mem0ries~' · • .:. : : ; pn/mi:a;,,"- .
· ·
. .
c: tablished a real community, where, under the directiOn ofMatt.Habaib, Board'of-Tni1tees; · :· · :
: ia "Petie';' put it, •we sot support
i.eveil'in the bad times from people;.·
: we didn't have to Check up on people
I in positions of responsibility, they
"did. their jobs wen,· freeina me to do
jects. 'J'.he book
ii to be chairpCnons . with their budpts. :
81 SUSAN STEVENOT.
new" thinp rather than attending tO
..........
w,..,
concretized and made a 11C111i-annual '7he crucial aspcCt" of the C.A~B. is
...
old bu1ineu.'' Younaer commented.
event. Student ,Ovemment 1pon· the atructuriq of a ·iood calendar•. ·
~ttJiere was "Always someone to
: "Student. involvement" is the key sored evaluations will be published . Thia.way students from various conihelp with penonat or lehool phrase ai Julie· O'Donopue and semi-anriually. The peer counselling . mittees will. put toaether a full and•
pr,oble~i.. The relationships went Matt. Habash beg~ their year as program, in which students help well-rounded calendar 'without
deeper than just the running of Stu- President and Vice-President ofStu- counsel other students, .is to be ex- scheduling conflicts. .
t· dent Government;"
..· · ·
. · dent government.
·
panded. Tliey a110 hope to reImmedia\e priorities lie with co~- ·
; · Peterhans noted that, unlike
How ~o they see their in· . institute FAST (Faculty and Stu- pletin• short term service oriented
' pr,evioui years~ everyone worked ·volvement? "As far as next year, our dent) talks; informal discuuions in projects for Xavier• students. Long
· term plans· support greater student
together, allowing for the organizing ·main foc:Us will be to try to involve the Grill. ·
involvement in decision' makiitg
and·strealillining.of stuClent govern- more students in government," laid
·ment. He described their approach Habash. "I feel this year Student
"We would like to research processei in the Xaviercommunity..
as a "arass roots" method, maki_ng government really did a good job, (through the Board o( Un- . At the present time appointments
the students aware of what they are but ldon't feel students were actual· dergraduate Studies and O~- · are being made to fill seats for.
lyawareofwhatwasgoingonallthe budsman) reduction 'of core re- numerous student government ·
as individuals.
,
·
· ·"
..One of their long ·.ra~ge goals, time; We want to take programs quirenients and. the pass/fail positions.
, O'Donoghue continued, "Our apYounger said, "was th1foyercoming previously started," 'lie continued, system," O'Donoghue said. Socially,
of mistrust from the''! \administra- "possibly restructuring them to . the main·emphasii is on the Campus proach to government· is ·centered
Newly elected President Julie
tion." She cited the struggles for stu- promote efficiency. The:only way to · Activities· Board. The .. three ap- not only on Student Senate but indent representation ori the financial get siudents behind us is to work for pointed students which ·make up the cludes Commuter. Council, class of- O' Donoghue (right) ·and Vice·
board, the CAB and the Dorm the students."
Board work with five standing com-. · ficers, as well as five activities com- president Matt Habash(right-:-- '.'involve more students in government/'
·
Councils.
· Habash then outlined prese~t pro_- mittee chairpersons. They assist the · mittees and C.A.B.'~ ·
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D•r Aunt Millle,
.
At the completion of four year's · the Orioles could be the new champs
in the East. Baltimore manager Earl
study and hard work, I am about to
receive my all important degree. In Weaver likes to win and he has the·
keeping .with the current trend of material to do juslthat. The Orioles
have a solid infield in Brooks Robincollege: consortium collaboration,
n:iy diploma shall be co-conferred by son, Mark Belanger, Bobby Grich,
three illustrious Cincinnati in- arid Lee May. Belanger and Grich
stitutions .of higher (than 3.2%) make up the best double play combination in the major-leagues. The
learning; Dana's, McCarthy's, and
Orioles pitching staff, which inMot:.:·~ 'fucker's. What I want to
know, Aunt Millie, is what good is a · eludes Ross Grimsley, Mike Cuellar,
Ken Holtzman, and last year's Cy
degree in Sleazing Summa Cum
Young Award winner, Jim Palmer,
Suds?
·
L.G.l.S. Jr.
is very good. In addition to May, the
D•r Lawrence;
Orioles have big bats in Ken
That degree with SOc will get you a
Singleton, Don Baylor, and Paul
beer anywhere. ·
·
Blair.
Aunt Millie
. The New York Yankees return to

mine the present status oi.the basket. ball program.
- The .committee's claim that
stadium maintenance is required
whether or not football returns to
Xavier is unfounded.
Shearer, an ex-officio member of
the Athletic Board for six years, said
he believes these are the main objections Board members will have to the ·
recommendation. However, at press
time, the proposal had not yet been
presented to the Board ..
In 1973 the Student Development
Office, under Shearer's direction,
conducted an extensive study of the
alternatives to the "big time," or
Class A football at Xavier. Shearer's
·report recommended a scaled-down
Class B football program with a
Xavier University is offering
reduced operational budget. A Class courses free of charge to qualified
C program, the type presently high school juniors during the 1976
recommended by the · Athletic summer sessions. Repeating a highly
Board's committee was reviewed and successful pilot program started last
rejected in the report.
summer, B-average juniors will be
According to the 1973 report, permitted to take any one of 21
Class C competition would be "an courses approved for freshman level
unnecessarily frugal choice." The study, at no charge for. tuition..
primary concern at that time was to Courses offer 3 hours of standard
maintain Xavier's long tradition of college credit and are in a wide varieintercollegiate football, and the . ty of disciplines. The credit may be
alumni-student support associated applied .at Xavier· if the student
with it, while cutting costs. The matriculates there, or is transferable
report concludes that the financial to other colleges.
benefits would not outweigh the supIn a~dition, Xavier University
port loss of a Class C program.
Reading Center is accepting

·
·
·
·
·
UnIqUe summer pro.a ra.mS

Football
from page 1
annual contributions.
The final recommendation,
presented. last night, requests administrative. authorization of a
. publicity program · which · would
communicate the basic principles of
nonscholarship football to both
faculty and students and allow fundraising prans to begin. The committee anticipates no expenditures of
University funds. ''There exists the
potential for significant gain," the
report summarizes, "iwthout the risk
of loss."
At press time, no final word on the
status of the proposal before the
Athletic Board. was available. If the
.proposal is approved, it must next be
presented to Fr. Mulligan and the
Board ofTrustees forcorisideration. ·

ISenate. notes I
The meeting of the new Student
Government was called to order
Monday at 2:30 in the Terrace Room
by Vice-president Matt· Habash.

Nominations
for secretary,
and
C.A.8. positions
were treasurer
made by .
President Julie O'Donoghue. Kathy
Nolan; Bob Carroll, Maureen Dopf
and Steve Martin were !!II approved.
Tom Brooks was re-nominated to fill
the C.A.B. senator position and approved.
Charles Pollack, Director ofStudent Aid, addressed the Senate concerning cutbacks in the Ohio Instructional Grant Program. · He
stressed the need for-a letter writing
campaign among students and their
parents in order to insure the passage
of a bill providing emergency approp·riations for the grant program.
Jack Diamond· will head a committee to organize this campaign. ·
Julie O'Donoghue asked for
Dear Aunt Millie,
Afterworkingon the XU News for volunteers to help compile the Stuthree years, I'm wondering what my dent Teacher Evaluations. A list will
career possibilities are in the real be posted on the bulletin board in the
world . of journalism and soul Student Government office for sign·
searching and evaluation of what's ups.
happening now?.

· Dear Mr. Sports,

Mr. Sports

With a handicap like that even Joe
Sandman can't help plan your career
Aunt M.illie

with guitar
Erich Sylvester

RESEARCH
FREE CATALOG!
Write.or call'for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOl.I IN THE
PREPARATION of:
• · Research Papers
• Essays
• Case Studies
• Speeches ·
• Book Reviews

HASSAN MOTORS, INC.

.

10% OFF··

on all· service and parts to
X.U. students and faculty
. with ..Identification
cards.
.

New s N
n· du ctees

problems. Students may be enrolled • ,.
by parents or at the recommendation
ofTthhe school c.ounselor.
Following is. a list of tlw,lse people
e first session runs from June 21 inducted into the Xavier Chapter of
to July JS and meets Monday ·
·
· ·
through Thursday from 12:30 fo I :30 Alpha ~1gm~ Nu. Selection ~~s basm The ec d
· b. . J
ed on fulfillment of quaht1es of
P. .
s on session egms u1y s h la h. I y lty and serv'
26andendsAugustl9withclassesat
~ors tp o a
.
ice.
IJ :00 to· 12 noon, Monda through. . Joseph P: Broderick, James D.
Thursday.
y
C~te.s •. Manann Feld!D~nn, Mary·
In the readl"ng p_rogra·m,·. ea'ch :Virginia Gladstone, Brigid Maureen
student is given a series of tests to Harmon, Kennet h J.o hn Hautm~n,
determine his specific reading dif- Joan M. ~elmes, Timothy Patrick
ficulty and a per n I · .
f. . Lynch, Michael Ken.neth Macy,
.
..
so .a programo m- Lawrence E. Mock,'• Jll, Janet
str~ctlon IS prescnbed. Tutors·are M II
p 1 c R"h •W"J)'
assigned to no more than two
o mann, au . I m, . I ia'!1.
. students and are supervised by the T. Rogers, Pamela S. Rolandelh,
director of ·.Xavier's Reading Thomas ~· Ruwe, Kathleen M ..
Specialist program.
~yan, Kev1p J. Ryan, Mary V!. S¥1For i.ntiormat·1'on about e'1'ther ses- hvan, James M .. Tallmadge •. V1ckyt.
sion of the remedial reading Weaver, Mary Ann Wed.i.g, P au Ia
program, ca· II 74S-3 S .
Mary Wellbrock and Richard A.
6 6
Zellen.

SQUIRT: Anylime,you wanl to lhrow a ..buck-a.rooecl" bash ju11 call me. Signed B;
THE 9LO MANcarriecl her unconscious form into his
~~:.r,;gs~!i~!~~ra~nh~h~e~· he returned 10 the hearth,
.=~!!: !~·1~~~."~eep. beep Yourass"" 10 anybody who
IUGS: This is your firal debut as lhc ever-lovin• egg

d~opper.Here'shopin"tha1hoppin'comesnaturally.

B11e a bunny for a tasly treal and achoeolale mess.
CARNALKNOWLEDGE-Apri11 4. 7,00 p.in.inthe
Thealrc. Panel. discussion wilh Dr. Fontana, Dr.
HeUkamp, Dr. Jones .. and Sr. Ruth Graf will .im·
media1ely follow,
o=-u:::1=cK:::L:-:-Y:-h-e:-p:-ick_cd_·u-.~-h-er-fa-IJ,-i:n-.~h.~w-J.-nd-a-pp-le
baske1 and 1hrew them '" 1he·fire. •no one win ever
k:::n:::ow:-:."::h:::-•=::sr:-in_ncd-=e•_ill"".y.:-------NEE-NEE:SquareDancingcanbcdangeroustovour
heaJ1h!
.
.
.QVAT·QUAT: No more "hunning" on There Were
Bells On a Hill!
.
TRISH: Thanks for •he pany! All 1he E•hnics. ·
·~T~: CongralU~tions·on
escaping from the Cnn·
st1tu11onal
Re-Review Committee.
PETIE:
sui1.look
If 1close
or
need Buy•
I merely
up'/ my. eyes ..willyougoaway,
.

•••••••llliili•••llliiiiilii••mmi•••liiil•ill••••••••••••i
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Summertime at the Link Complex

·WEDDING
SONGS
961-5388

3813 ·Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

applicati"ons for tWO ·sum·mer
remedial reading programs from
a~ea stud~rits in grade one through
h1gh school Who have reading

ihe Bronx and Yankee StadiUm this
year and Biliy Martin has a fine team
to work with. In recent years, New .
York pitching has been weak but ·
that is not the case this year. Catfish
Hunter,. Ken Brett, Doc Ellis, and
Rudy May constitute a fine starting
. rotation. Martin's line-up will in~
elude the strong bats of Elliot Maddox, Oscar Gamble,' Craig Nettles,
Chris Chambliss, Thurmon Munson .
and Mickey Rivers. The Yankees,
however, will need a betterdefenseif
they expect to make the play-offs.
Thi 811Cll P991 is a free classified section
Look for the defending American · vailable
to students, faculty, and staff 01
League champion Boston Red Sox
avier University, ·Ads should not exceed
to capture their second straight
wenty words and must be submitted in
riling to the New1 office c/o The Back
Eastern division title. They execute
111~ no later than the Sunday preceding
the fundamentals of the game better
ubhcation.. Sorry; no ad will be repeated
nle s r su mitted.
·
than anyone in the AmeriCan League
and this gives them a slight edge over
the equally talented Orioles and. lhal
DAVTOlllA
here Mary
we come
big silverHACH,
bird in theFLORIDA,
sky. Belh, Barb,
Rut onh
Yail kees.
Carol.
· · <•
~A·
CAROL I: .we ~ear the~ arc se~ing nausea pills very
~~;~pat Twtn Fatr.Cash m on btgsavings before your

WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH

· 1360 N. Sandburg, #1602
. · Chicago, Illinois 60610
312·337-2704

cAs~u·
You Can Earn Up To
. $70 Per Month
·:By Becoming a. Plasma Donor
At

.AMERICAN· BLOOD.
COM·PONENTS
916 East McMillan Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206

· MANOR ~~USE ~·~fficiencies for two avallable, carpeteq, TV; air
· . · cond1honed, kitchens, fully furnished, pool, parking, adjoining

XU.

·

·

Call .caretaker 631-8764 t() s.ee or 731-6505 for applications.
·Summer rented by. session or. summer,. full year .1ease
· d'1s ..
counts.
FRATERNITY HOUSE!" Dana at Ledgewood. Private' or· double
ropms·for summer 1976, air cond;, TV, kitchen and re~reation
areas; pool, parking.
·
c.all. Greg Smith, 453 Husman Hall 745-3212 .for
applications.
-

c~rds and

TH~ VILLA.- corn.erLedgewood at V~ctory Parkway. Singlf] or dou. ble rooms, air· cond., TV, full kitchen, pool, parking.

. .

Call Charles Bentley, 463 Husman Hall,- 745-3222 f~r cards
applications.

THE. LINK COMPLEX~.'..
Offices: 3853 Ledgewood. Drive - 731-65QS\).
Caretaker 631-87~4 ·
Xavier New•

